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Introduction

We, the developers at Synex Coin, are huge fans of Minecraft. To show our appreciation for the

game, we have developed the Synex token to serve as a fun and quirky salute to the world’s

most popular game. We are also using our token as a tool to bring Minecraft and its players into

the crypto currency era. We are developing a plugin for the game that will use the Solana

network to allow servers to grow blockchain based economies. This project is about building a

community that will further support the game that we all know and love. Please come and join us

on our journey.

Roadmap

November 2021

● Website and community communications (Twitter and Telegram) established

● Synex token is minted

● Airdrop (1 million Minecraft tokens)

December 2021

● Trading commences on Raydium, Step Finance, Dexlab and Serum

● Yield farm opened on Step Finance

● Tracking begins on Coinmarketcap, CoinGecko and Coinbase

● Team hires community manager

● Plugin prototype developed, linking Synex token to Minecraft

Q1 2022

● Airdrop events (1 to 3 million Minecraft coins)

● Plug-in prototype enters alpha stage

● Plug-in is launched on test server

● Establish partnerships with Minecraft servers

● Grow and develop the community on social media channels



Q2 2022

● Plug-in enters beta stage

● Plug-in is launched a community of servers (five or more)

Q3 2022

● Plugin enters stable release

● Product is adopted by 20 servers or more

● Synex tokens are purchased by participating servers

Q4 2022 and Beyond

● Add more servers to the Synex network

● List Synex Coin on centralized exchanges

● Distribute remaining Synex tokens from the network pool

Tokenomics



Where can I buy it?

We’re glad you asked! We have many exchanges that we are listed on. Currently, they are all

decentralized exchanges.

● Raydium

● Step Finance

● Dexlab

● Serum

Legal fine print

Disclaimers:  The Synex team is developing a community token and plug-in to be used in the

Minecraft server environment. No information in the white paper, website or social media

channels should be taken as investment advice.  Communications, information and products

provided by Synex are not endorsed by, directly affiliated with, maintained, authorized, or

sponsored by Mojang Studios AB.


